Prediction of muscle activation for an eye movement with finite element modeling.
In this paper, a 3D finite element (FE) modeling is employed in order to predict extraocular muscles' activation and investigate force coordination in various motions of the eye orbit. A continuum constitutive hyperelastic model is employed for material description in dynamic modeling of the extraocular muscles (EOMs). Two significant features of this model are accurate mass modeling with FE method and stimulating EOMs for motion through muscle activation parameter. In order to validate the eye model, a forward dynamics simulation of the eye motion is carried out by variation of the muscle activation. Furthermore, to realize muscle activation prediction in various eye motions, two different tracking-based inverse controllers are proposed. The performance of these two inverse controllers is investigated according to their resulted muscle force magnitude and muscle force coordination. The simulation results are compared with the available experimental data and the well-known existing neurological laws. The comparison authenticates both the validation and the prediction results.